DETERMINING AND/OR MANAGING OFFERS SUCH AS BIDS FOR ADVERTISING

**Keyword Bid Optimizer**

1. ACCEPT KEYWORD AND BUDGET
2. OBTAIN "BID LANDSCAPE" FOR KEYWORD
3. DETERMINE CONVEX BID LANDSCAPE FROM BID LANDSCAPE
4. DETERMINE OPTIMAL BID STRATEGY FOR KEYWORD USING CONVEX BID LANDSCAPE
5. RETURN

**Abstract**

Offers, such as bids in an advertising network, may be determined and/or managed by accepting an ad budget and at least one ad serving constraint, and then generating offer information using the ad budget and the serving constraint(s). The offer may be generated by obtaining, for each of the ad serving constraint(s), a plurality of points, wherein each point includes a cost per event value and an event quantity value. These points collectively define a landscape. A convex landscape for each of the ad serving constraint(s) is then determined from the landscape(s). One or more points from at least one of the convex landscapes is then used to generate the offer information.
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